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JAMES BATES (BSTEL 97), 

also known as “Batesy,” as 

Coach Steve Spurrier calls 

him, played middle linebacker 

for the Gators. A captain 

on UF’s 1996 national 

championship team, he was 

named All-Southeastern 

Conference while graduating 

with a telecommunication degree. In October 

2014, Bates was inducted into the Florida/

Georgia Football Hall of Fame. Since his time 

on the field, Bates has enjoyed hosting, doing 

play-by-play and analysis for more than a dozen 

networks. He has logged thousands of hours 

in front of the camera and has three Emmy 

Awards. He is also proud of his work behind the 

camera, where he has produced and directed 

numerous documentaries, most recently the 

five-part basketball series “Here Come the 

Gators” for Sun Sports. Bates teaches a play-by-

play and TV host class at the university’s College 

of Journalism and Communications. He is also 

an accomplished artist who has had many 

gallery showings, most recently in Santa Fe, 

N.M. He produced a large commissioned piece 

for UF President Fuchs’ home.

40 Gators Under 40 Award Details

Palm & Pine Are Blowing And  
Gator Grads Are Glowing, 2019

Acrylic on wood

FEATURED ARTIST
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BERTRHUDE ALBERT (BA 12, MA 14, PhD 16) 

immigrated to the United States from Haiti when 

she was eight years old. Her parents knew America 

provided incredible educational opportunities for 

their six children, so UF was on Albert’s mind from an 

early age. She walked across UF’s graduation stage 

three times — for her bachelor’s degree in 2012, 

master’s degree in 2014 and doctorate in 2016. 

Her time at UF was life-changing. Albert was the 

lead instructor of several 250-student classrooms, 

was inducted into the UF Hall of Fame and received 

college and university teaching awards. But her 

greatest impact was co-founding a nonprofit called P4H. Through it 

and with the support of UF’s Projects for Peace, she organized more 

than 800 students traveling to Haiti and trained hundreds of Haitian 

teachers. Upon graduating with her doctoral degree, Albert was offered 

teaching positions but instead did something many thought insane: 

she started working full-time for P4H with her life’s goal to eradicate 

poverty in her home country. Today, P4H trains teachers in seven of 

Haiti’s 10 departments and reaches more than 30,000 Haitian students 

every year through its training. It also has seven full-time staff members 

in Haiti and continues to grow by 60 percent annually. In addition, P4H 

continues to travel with more than 200 UF students to Haiti each year 

to learn about sustainable missions.

BERTRHUDE ALBERT
BA 12, MA 14, PhD 16
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BAYARDO ALEMÁN (BA 03, JD 06) is a labor and 

employment shareholder at Stearns Weaver Miller, 

which represents employers in all areas of labor 

and employment law. He handles high-stakes cases 

covering sensitive subjects, including discrimination, 

harassment and retaliation. Bayardo has been named 

a Florida Super Lawyers “Rising Star,” Benchmark 

Litigation’s “Top Litigator Under 40” and one of the 

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation’s “40 Under 40 Outstanding 

Lawyers of South Florida.” He speaks regularly on 

topics related to employment law, including Stearns 

Weaver Miller’s annual seminar and at events hosted 

by the South Florida Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and Doral Chamber 

of Commerce. He is a contributor to the firm’s labor and employment 

blog, BeLabor the Point. Having moved to the U.S. from Nicaragua at the 

age of eight, Bayardo remains deeply committed to the Latin community, 

with the low-income Spanish-speaking population particularly close to 

his heart. He has served as a volunteer with Women in Distress, providing 

legal advice to individuals on employment rights for victims of domestic 

or sexual violence, and volunteered at the Legal Services Clinic, advising 

low-income individuals on legal issues. He has also been involved with the 

Cuban American Bar Association’s Pro Bono Immigrant Minors Project, 

representing unaccompanied immigrant children fleeing poverty and 

violence in Central America in obtaining permanent status visas. Through 

his endeavors and shaped by his UF experience, Bayardo demonstrates a 

commitment to excellence, passion and inspiring leadership.

BAYARDO ALEMÁN
BA 03, JD 06
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TERRY BAKER (BSF 04), a former U.S. Forest 

Service leader, joined the Society of American 

Foresters as chief executive officer in September 

2018. Baker’s previous position was deputy forest 

supervisor of the Arapaho and Roosevelt national 

forests and Pawnee National Grassland in Fort 

Collins, Colo. He also served as a district ranger for 

the Willamette National Forest in McKenzie Bridge, 

Ore., and held positions on several other national 

forests in the western and southeastern United 

States. His first position with the agency was as a 

forestry technician at the Apalachicola National 

Forest in Bristol. Baker earned a bachelor’s degree in forest resources 

and conservation at the University of Florida in 2004 and a master of 

forestry degree at Yale University in 2007. He also holds a bachelor’s 

degree in agricultural sciences from Florida A&M University.

TERRY BAKER
BSF 04
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PHILIP BARISH (MS 08, PhD 11) has more than 

17 years of experience in bioengineering research, 

with an expertise in bioprocessing, molecular and 

cellular biology, biochemistry, protein expression 

and gene therapy. At the University of Florida, he 

combined the fields of optics and genetics to engineer 

a groundbreaking approach to manage chronic pain 

using light. After earning his UF degree, he joined AbSci 

as its second employee and serves on its board. He 

manages the company’s research and development 

activities and oversees business development and 

strategic partnerships. Under his leadership, the 

company has grown to 29 employees, raised three rounds of venture 

backed financing — including a recent $12 million Series C — and received 

numerous awards and recognitions. In 2018, Barish was recognized as part 

of the “40 Under 40” class by the Portland Business Journal.

PHILIP BARISH
MS 08, PhD 11
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JOHN “JOHNNY” BETANCOURT (DPH 15) 

is a South Florida entrepreneur, angel investor and 

clinical pharmacist who graduated from UF’s College 

of Pharmacy in 2015. After graduating with his 

bachelor’s in chemistry from Florida International 

University in 2010, he co-founded Clutch Tutoring, 

a private undergraduate tutoring center two miles 

from FIU. Upon becoming the largest undergraduate 

private tutoring center in South Florida and receiving 

funding from startup accelerators Techstars and 500 

Startups, Clutch Tutoring rebranded as clutchprep.

com, pivoting its focus toward improving learning 

outcomes in STEM courses by building high-quality supplemental 

video content. With almost 700,000 online users, Clutch Prep has 

become a global study resource for college students. Betancourt has 

leveraged his learnings as a tech entrepreneur to give back to the 

community as a mentor through programs such as mentorday.co and 

prometheuseducation.org. He has informally served as an adviser 

to several early-stage South Florida companies. More recently, he 

has taken a more active role in contributing to the success of young 

companies as an angel investor, financially backing startups such as 

grin.co and talla.com. In addition to his role as co-founder at Clutch 

Prep, Betancourt utilizes his UF clinical training at Jackson Memorial 

Hospital, where since 2016 he has served the South Florida community 

as a part-time clinical inpatient pharmacist.

JOHN BETANCOURT
DPH 15
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ASHLEY BOXER (BSTEL 06) is corporate director of 

government relations for Memorial Healthcare System, 

where she oversees legislative, regulatory and policy 

issues related to the hospital system and the healthcare 

industry on the local, state and federal levels. Most 

recently, Boxer was corporate manager of government 

and community relations for Baptist Health South 

Florida. She developed an interest in health care issues 

while pursuing a degree in telecommunication news 

at UF. After graduating, Boxer returned to Miami 

and started her career in the nonprofit sector at the 

National Kidney Foundation. She oversaw corporate 

fundraising in Southeast and Central Florida. She then joined the American 

Heart Association as director of marketing and communications for the 

tri-county area. Through the years, Boxer has remained involved with 

numerous organizations in Broward County and currently is a member of 

the boards of directors for Historic Stranahan House Museum and Pace 

Center for Girls Broward. Boxer has received numerous accolades for her 

leadership and service, including the South Florida Business Journal’s “40 

Under 40” award and the American City Business Journal’s “Rising Stars 

Influencers” award. In 2018, Leadership Broward Foundation recognized 

Boxer at its annual Fun Lunch; in 2014, she was the Cystic Fibrosis 

Foundation’s “finest honoree” for Fort Lauderdale; and in 2012, she was 

the March of Dimes Broward’s youngest honoree to date as a “Woman 

of Distinction.”

ASHLEY BOXER
BSTEL 06
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JEFFREY BROWER (BSA 04, PhD 08, MD 12) received his 

bachelor’s in microbiology and cell science, with a minor in 

chemistry from UF in 2004. He then went on to earn his PhD 

in molecular biology, during which time his research led to the 

discovery of a novel gene responsible for cellular respiration and 

energy metabolism. During his PhD research, he was awarded 

the “Alumni Fellowship and Medical Guild” award for his work 

in molecular biology. Following the completion of his PhD, he 

matriculated to medical school at the university, graduating with 

research honors in 2012. Brower went on to train in radiation 

oncology at the University of Wisconsin, serving as chief resident 

from 2016-17. As a resident, he participated in clinical research, 

publishing multiple manuscripts and presenting at national conferences. 

He has published manuscripts on esophageal, lung, brain, head and 

neck, prostate, liver, skin and gynecologic cancers, as well as brain 

metastases. After completing training in 2017, Brower joined Radiation 

Oncology Associates, which serves New Hampshire and Massachusetts. 

In addition to treating most solid cancers, Brower provides specialty 

care in the management of gynecological malignancies, delivering 

brachytherapy for patients as part of their cancer treatment. He also 

serves as the gynecological editor for RadOncQuestions.com, an 

educational resource for residents and practicing radiation oncologists 

globally. In addition, Brower is an active peer reviewer for two major 

journals within the field of radiation oncology and continues to 

participate in multi-institutional research.

JEFFREY BROWER
BSA 04, PhD 08, MD 12 
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RICHARD “RICKY” CAPLIN (BSAC 05, MACC 05) is 

recognized as a leading entrepreneur who has launched and 

led multiple organizations that have created thousands of 

jobs, including The HCI Group — one of the largest global 

healthcare IT consulting firms. Following a March 2017 merger 

between The HCI Group and Tech Mahindra, Caplin became 

one of the top global executives at Tech Mahindra, a worldwide 

technology company with more than 117,000 employees. 

Under his leadership, the combined companies are thriving 

through their continued support of the adoption of digital 

technologies in the health care space. Caplin is the recipient of 

the 2015 Ernst and Young “Florida Entrepreneur of the Year” 

award, Jacksonville Business Journal’s “Ultimate CEO” award and has 

received recognition throughout the nation for his civic service. He was 

named a 2016 “Rising Stars of the Profession — Excellence in Healthcare” 

and a 2017 “Global Leader in Consulting” by Consulting Magazine; 

a Jacksonville Business Journal “40 Under 40” up-and-coming leader and 

was selected to participate in the KPMG Quantum Shift program, an elite 

group of America’s most promising entrepreneurs. For the third year in a 

row, Caplin was honored in UF’s 2017 Gator100 awards, which celebrates 

the 100 fastest-growing, Gator-owned or Gator-led businesses. A former 

certified public accountant, he graduated with bachelor and master’s 

degrees in accounting from UF and completed executive education at 

Harvard Business School and the University of Michigan’s Ross School 

of Business.

RICHARD CAPLIN
BSAC 05, MACC 05
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VICTORIA “TORI” CLAYPOOLE (BS 13) earned 

her bachelor’s in psychology at UF in 2013. As an 

undergraduate, she received the highly competitive Ronald 

E. McNair Fellowship, which is awarded to first-generation 

and minority students pursuing doctoral-level careers. 

The fellowship provided funding for her to continue her 

academic career, where five years after leaving UF she 

earned a PhD in human factors and cognitive psychology 

from the University of Central Florida. At the age of 26, 

Claypoole is considered to be a leading expert in her field, 

where she examines the effects of social facilitation on 

sustained attention, or vigilance task performance. She 

has authored more than 24 peer-reviewed publications and conference 

proceedings. Her work has been featured in some of the top journals in 

experimental psychology, including Psychological Review, Computers 

in Human Behavior, Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human 

Perception and Performance, the American Journal of Psychology, and 

Human Factors. Claypoole recently authored a book chapter — set to 

release later this year — and currently serves as a research psychologist 

for the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory. Her research efforts 

involve investigating the effects of asynchronous multimodal cueing in 

cockpit environments.

VICTORIA CLAYPOOLE
BS 13
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DANIELA CONRADO (PhD 12) is a pharmacist with 

more than 10 years of research experience in preclinical 

or clinical pharmacology and pharmacometrics, with 

a focus on neuroscience. Upon graduation from UF’s 

College of Pharmacy with her PhD in pharmaceutical 

studies, she joined Pfizer, where she spent two 

years as a post-doctoral fellow and leader in clinical 

pharmacology. After leaving Pfizer, she spent a year 

as a modeling and simulation scientist with Metrum 

Research Group LLC in Boston, before being recruited 

to join the Critical Path Institute. Currently, she chairs 

the Drug Development Tools in Alzheimer Disease working group and is 

an associate director of quantitative medicine. Conrado also serves as an 

adjunct research assistant professor of clinical pharmacy at the University 

of Southern California.

DANIELA CONRADO
PhD 12
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CRYSTAL EDWARDS (BFA 09) holds a bachelor’s 

in dance, with a minor in mass communications from 

UF, where she gained invaluable training and a love 

for using the arts to push boundaries and challenge 

people. She has danced professionally for Black 

Label Movement in Minneapolis and Moving Current 

Dance Collective in Tampa, and toured nationally 

and internationally with Diavolo Dance Theater in 

Los Angeles. As a guest artist, she performed with 

Red Right Return in Orlando in spring 2014. Edwards 

has worked as a guest teaching artist at Hamline 

University, Winona State University, College of Saint 

Benedict and The University of North Texas, and her choreography 

has been recognized at ACDFA Nationals in Washington, D.C., as well 

as presented by Sarasota Contemporary Dance. Additionally, she has 

performed the work of Paul Taylor, Jose Limon, Doug Elkins, Carl Flink, 

Beatrice Kombe, Neta Pulvermacher, Gerri Houlihan, Kristin O’Neal, 

Bill Doolin and Shapiro and Smith Dance. Edwards is passionate about 

arts education and integration. Along with her role as managing 

director for BLM, she is a teaching artist for the Dr. Phillips Center for 

the Performing Arts and manager of creative development for Mad 

Cow Theatre.

CRYSTAL EDWARDS
BFA 09
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CHRISTIAN GEORGE (BA 04, JD 07) is managing 

partner of Akerman LLP’s Jacksonville office. He has a 

statewide practice focusing on commercial and bankruptcy 

litigation. George protects the interests of businesses and 

individuals in disputes relating to contracts, negotiable 

instruments, and tort actions. He routinely represents 

financial institutions and other lenders, shareholders, 

members and partners in professional corporations, 

LLCs and partnerships, as well as all types of businesses, 

individuals and families. In 2007, George received his UF 

law degree at a time when the world was descending into 

economic recession. He immediately recognized that banks 

and other financial institutions needed practical and effective legal work. 

In the intervening years, he has capitalized on this and, as a result, is a 

go-to resource for primary creditors during all areas of a bank’s issues 

with commercial loans, including extensive experience with Chapter 

11 proceedings. His clients are appreciative of his approach: “Christian 

George consistently provides the most efficient and effective legal advice 

for our multifaceted portfolio,” said one bank executive. “He is not afraid to 

think outside the box to meet our challenges. He understands completely 

that when inside the courtroom he represents our company, so he utilizes 

appropriate decorum even in the most contentious cases. This is important 

because my bank takes very seriously our position in the community and 

our responsibility to borrowers.”

CHRISTIAN GEORGE
BA 04, JD 07
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YING HE (PhD 14) is an assistant professor of mathematics at 

Clarkson University. She received her bachelor’s in accounting 

from Wuhan University in China, her master’s in applied 

statistics from Bowling Green State University and her PhD 

in biostatistics from UF. Her areas of research interests are 

adaptive clinical trial designs, multiple testing and statistical 

modeling. He was a research assistant in UF’s Children’s 

Oncology Group, where she worked on clinical trials involving 

children with renal tumors. She was also a consultant for UF’s 

Movement Disorder Center, where she worked on research 

projects related to people with Parkinson’s disease, and a 

research assistant at the Department of Behavioral Science 

and Community Health. She helped investigate the smoking rate and 

change in tobacco use among college students, has co-written articles 

for professional journals and has manuscripts under review. She also 

made presentations to the Florida chapter of American Statistical 

Association annual meetings — one on “Testing for Efficacy in Adaptive 

Clinical Trials with Enrichment” and another on “Strong Control of Type 

I Error for Multi-Stage Drop-the-Losers Design.” In 2013, He received 

the College of Public Health and Health Professions’ Collaboration 

Research Award.

YING HE
PhD 14
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DARREN HEITNER (BA 07, JD 10) is one of only 

five to 10 lawyers who actually can be considered 

sports lawyers. When an athlete or agent thinks about 

hiring a sports attorney, he is at the top of the list. 

Heitner represents some of the biggest names in the 

world of sport, and he has had great success in a short 

amount of time. He was UF’s valedictorian and served 

as head of the university’s Sports and Entertainment 

Law Society for two years. Later, at 31, he returned 

to the university as a professor of sports law. He was 

asked by the American Bar Association to author its 

sports law treatise called, “How to Play the Game: What 

Every Sports Attorney Needs to Know.” A second edition of that book 

was published in early 2018. He created his own law firm in June 2014 

after four years of practicing at two other firms, and has been driven by 

constant success. Not only is he known as being a top sports lawyer, his 

influence is felt far beyond the practice of law. He has spent roughly 13 

years writing about sports and influencing anyone who either wants to 

enter the world of sport or is already practicing in the industry.

DARREN HEITNER
BA 07, JD 10
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J. BRENT JACOBS (MBA 14) is assistant vice 

president of acquisitions and development at 

Surgery Partners, previously Symbion Healthcare 

before its acquisition in November 2014. Prior 

to joining Symbion in 2012, Jacobs worked as 

a senior associate in the assurance practice at 

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. He has more than 

10 years of experience in accounting and finance, 

while currently focusing on merger and acquisitions, 

including transactional due diligence and financial 

analysis. Jacobs is a graduate of Samford University, 

where he received a bachelor’s in business 

administration, and earned a master’s degree from the Brock School 

of Business. He also holds an MBA from UF. He is an active church and 

community member, participating in numerous community service 

projects through the years, including United Way, Habitat for Humanity, 

Second Harvest Food Bank and Bike MS (National MS Society).

JEREMY BRENT JACOBS
MBA 14
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CARLY JACOBSON (BDES 08) joined TPG 

Architecture, one of the largest interior architectural 

firms in New York City, in 2008 after earning her 

bachelor’s degree at UF. She began her career as a 

junior designer and quickly rose to associate, senior 

associate, managing associate and creative director. 

Jacobson forged ongoing relationships with client 

leaders in technology, advertising and media, including 

notable work for The Interpublic Group of Companies. 

Her boldness and sophistication as a designer have 

resulted in some of TPG’s most celebrated projects — 

such as Spotify’s New York and Los Angeles offices, 

MullenLowe Group, Stuart Weitzman and IEX — and in published work 

appearing in Contract Magazine and Architectural Record. Developing 

relationships within the industry and cultivating the next generation of 

designers is important to Jacobson. As a creative director, she led many 

project teams, creating a collaborative work culture. Remaining connected 

with her alma mater, she participates in department and college events 

held in New York City and has returned to Gainesville to share professional 

accomplishments and interact with interior design students and faculty. 

Jacobson and her husband founded Studio Superette in 2015. Most 

notably, the studio was involved in Nike’s New York flagship store. She has 

also begun a new strategic role with Walter K., a 150-year-old German 

luxury furniture company with deep roots in design history, and is leading 

the effort in building a new market for the brand in North America. 

CARLY JACOBSON
BDES 08
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MARCUS JOHNSON (BSAE 07, MS 08, PhD 11) is deputy 

project manager for the UAS Traffic Management Project 

at NASA. The Seattle native and first-generation college 

student is the only member of his extended family to earn 

an engineering degree or graduate degree. Johnson, who 

holds a doctorate in engineering and has over 30 refereed 

publications, enjoys volunteering in STEM related activities. 

His personal philosophy is that success and happiness in life 

can be derived from a steadfast commitment to excellence: 

“Uplifting yourself, your colleagues, your community and 

your industry by being the example of the change that you 

wish to see and challenging others to do the same.” 

MARCUS JOHNSON
BSAE 07, MS 08, PhD 11
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JESSICA “JESSIE” KING (BSHED 07, MS 08, PhD 16) 

completed her bachelor’s and master’s in health education 

at UF’s College of Health and Human Performance. She 

then served two years as a HealthCorps coordinator before 

beginning work in local tobacco control. Recognizing a lack of 

smoking cessation strategies for youth, King returned to UF in 

2012, where her research focused on identifying and testing 

strategies to improve smoking cessation interventions. She 

also continued working in tobacco control, first at the local 

level in school-based health education and later the state level 

collecting and analyzing data to direct local policy efforts for 

grantees statewide. After completing her doctoral studies at 

UF’s College of Public Health & Health Professions, she sought specialized 

training in tobacco communication with the Food and Drug Administration 

and National Institutes of Health’s Tobacco Centers of Regulatory Science 

(TCORS). King’s training and research as a TCORS fellow has focused on 

how best to communicate tobacco product harm information to youth 

and young adults. She has several tobacco-related grants under review, 

and plans to continue conducting scientifically rigorous research within 

tobacco control. She credits her training from UF with instilling a real-

world perspective that guides her research, allowing for a translational 

impact on practice.

JESSICA KING
BSHED 07, MS 08, PhD 16
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NATALIE KING (BSAPK 09, MED 11, PhD 16) is 

an assistant professor of science education in the 

department of middle and secondary education 

at Georgia State University. Her scholarly work 

focuses on advancing Black girls in STEM education, 

community-based youth programs and the 

role of curriculum in fostering equity in science 

teaching and learning. King is passionate about 

preparing students to enter careers within the STEM 

disciplines, and founded I AM STEM — an informal 

STEM program that provides a comprehensive 

curriculum that embraces students’ cultural 

experiences while preparing them to become productive citizens. She reframes 

STEM as a mechanism to promote sisterhood and social justice, and partners 

with businesses, organizations and institutions to provide children with access 

to comprehensive academic summer enrichment programs. She is particularly 

interested in dismantling divisive walls and centering faith-based institutions as 

an underutilized resource in the community. King believes that churches have 

the potential to be a driving force for STEM education — particularly during out-

of-school times — and can positively impact younger generations by promoting 

intergenerational relationships, civic leadership and activism. King offers training 

and curricular support so that local organizations can deliver high-quality and 

affordable STEM programs to develop future scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, 

inventors and mathematicians. Her work is published in the Journal of Research 

in Science Teaching, Journal of Multicultural Affairs, The Science Teacher, Middle 

Grades Research Journal, Teaching and Teacher Education and the Urban 

Education Research and Policy Annuals.

NATALIE KING
BSAPK 09, MED 11, PhD 16
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ALEXIS LAMBERT (BA 00, MED 04, JD 04) is a South 

Florida born-and-bred triple Gator: she has an undergraduate 

degree in Spanish, a master’s degree in education and her 

law degree from UF. Lambert is currently the deputy general 

counsel to the Florida Lottery. In the past, she has worked for 

Florida’s attorney general, the Florida Senate, Jacksonville’s 

mayor, the Florida Constitution Revision Commission and the 

executive office of the governor. Every summer, Lambert 

serves as a translator on a medical mission in Antigua, 

Guatemala. She is an alumna of Florida Blue Key and currently 

serves on the board of the Capital Area Gator Club®. Her 

fondest memory at UF was serving as Gator Growl producer 

in 2004, and she is grateful to be able to return to the University of Florida 

for experimental cancer treatments — Gators can follow her journey at 

onceuponacancer.com.

ALEXIS LAMBERT
BA 00, MED 04, JD 04
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KENDRA LEVINE (BSA 08), who earned her 

UF degree in food and resource economics, has 

a history of creating change around the world. 

She spent three years in Kenya as the program 

manager for One Acre Fund, a nonprofit working 

with farmers in Sub-Saharan Africa to eradicate 

hunger and poverty. In 2013, Levine returned to the 

U.S. to seek a master’s degree in agribusiness. As a 

graduate student intern, she led the establishment 

of sustainable purchasing guidelines for Michigan 

State University. In 2015, Levine began her current 

role as sustainability manager for McDonald’s Corp. 

She leads climate action strategy development for the McDonald’s 

U.S. supply chain to meet the company’s science-based target for 

greenhouse gas reduction of 31 percent by 2030. Her efforts were 

recognized in 2018 with the McDonald’s President’s Award, an honor 

given to the top 1 percent of employees globally and celebrating high-

achieving individuals who, through ongoing purposeful collaboration 

and helping others shine, inspire and enable those around them to 

deliver better results. Levine was recognized for her work on a global 

sustainability sourcing guide. Her passion for the environment extends 

to her hobbies and she has volunteered for the Pilsen Environmental 

Rights and Reform Organization, a neighborhood environmental justice 

organization, for the past three years. She has also served as a mentor 

for Big Brothers Big Sisters since 2017.

KENDRA LEVINE
BSA 08
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ARI LUXENBERG (BA 03) growing up had two big 

dreams: attend the University of Florida and work in 

the entertainment industry. He accomplished both. At 

UF, he was president of the Florida Cicerones and was 

inducted into the organization’s Hall of Fame. He was 

also involved on campus in Florida Blue Key, Student 

Government and his fraternity, while graduating 

cum laude. After law school, Luxenberg worked as a 

corporate attorney for a large firm in Atlanta but gave 

it up to move to Los Angeles to work as an assistant, 

answer phones and get coffee to get his start in 

entertainment. He is now a senior vice president of 

business affairs for Paramount Television, responsible for negotiating 

high-level deals to hire actors, writers, directors and producers. Two of the 

shows he currently handles are “Jack Ryan” on Amazon and “The Haunting 

of Hill House” on Netflix. Prior to Paramount, Luxenberg was a legal affairs 

executive at Warner Bros., where he handled all legal issues on shows such 

as “The Middle” on ABC and “The Leftovers” on HBO.

ARI LUXENBERG
BA 03
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ADAM MECCA (BS 05, PhD 10, MD 12) is an 

assistant professor of psychiatry and the associate 

director of the Yale Alzheimer’s Disease Research 

Unit. He received his bachelor’s in chemistry, 

microbiology and cell science before matriculating 

to UF’s MD-PhD program. Mecca worked at UF’s 

College of Medicine’s Equal Access Clinic for 10 

years during undergraduate and graduate training. 

During that time, he helped advance the mission 

of the clinic and co-founded an international 

organization, Society of Student Run Free Clinics. 

After graduation, Mecca completed a residency in 

psychiatry and a fellowship in geriatric psychiatry at Yale University. 

He practices at the Yale Adler Geriatric Assessment Center and is a 

faculty member in the Yale Department of Psychiatry. In his role at the 

Yale Alzheimer’s Disease Research Unit, Mecca works with a team to 

conduct clinical research testing for potential therapies for Alzheimer’s 

disease. Another focus of his research is developing neuroimaging 

methods to investigate the neurobiology of Alzheimer’s disease. 

Recently, Mecca and his collaborators have used a novel positron 

emission tomography imaging technique to measure decreases in the 

number of connections between nerve cells in people with the disease. 

They have also shown age and Alzheimer’s disease related declines in a 

specific synaptic receptor that is important for memory formation. The 

goal of this work is to develop a clearer understanding of Alzheimer’s 

disease to develop treatments.

ADAM MECCA
BS 05, PhD 10, MD 12
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SARVENAZ MYSLICKI (BSCS 13) received a 

bachelor’s in computer science from UF in 2013. Her 

senior year she was named “Woman Leader of the 

Year” and was the commencement speaker for the 

Herbert Wertheim College of Engineering’s graduation 

ceremony. A firm believer in the high caliber of UF’s 

engineering program, Myslicki regularly returns to 

campus to recruit and has hired several UF interns and 

full-time associates. She is a multi-year sponsor and 

coach for UF’s Integrated Product and Process Design 

program. Currently, Myslicki is an engineering director 

at American Express, where she leads a team of 60 

engineers spanning a suite of applications within the Customer Servicing 

Organization. She began her career in Nielsen’s Emerging Leaders 

Program in 2013, which consisted of four six-month rotations in different 

areas of the business. After graduating from the program in 2015, she 

worked as a project and program manager in various business units across 

engineering, successfully deploying multiple global, multi-million dollar 

projects. In 2017, Myslicki was appointed director of engineering, where 

she led research and development focused on consumer measurement. 

Outside work, she is passionate about educational outreach and 

volunteers through the Society of Women Engineers, where she serves as 

a leadership coach and member of the SWE editorial board.

SARVENAZ MYSLICKI
BSCS 13
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SAMANTHA “SAM” NEWMAN (BA 08, JD 11) 

is a deputy chief assistant district attorney in the 

Douglas County District Attorney’s Office, a major 

metro Atlanta county with 140,000 citizens. More 

importantly to her, she is head of the Crimes Against 

Women and Children (CWAC) Unit for the district. In 

this role, she oversees the prosecution of all crimes 

against women and children, including crimes of 

child molestation and sexual assault. Newman 

leads the Child Fatality Review Committee and the 

Child Abuse Protocol Committee, and trains others 

involved in sexual assault and domestic violence 

investigations, including sexual assault nurses and domestic violence 

center volunteers. Newman believes in a victim-centered approach to 

the prosecution of child abuse and sexual assault cases. The greatest 

moments of her work are when a victim finds empowerment and 

strength through facing their abuser at trial. In 2018, she tried four 

major felony cases, including the sexual assault of an intellectually 

disabled woman. Prior to her leadership in the Douglas County District 

Attorney’s Office, Newman worked in DeKalb County, where she 

prosecuted cases of domestic violence.

SAMANTHA NEWMAN
BA 08, JD 11
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JUSTIN ORTAGUS (BA 07, MED 11) is an assistant 

professor of higher education administration and 

policy and director of the Institute of Higher Education. 

He obtained his PhD from The Pennsylvania State 

University, where he served as a graduate research 

assistant at the Center for the Study of Higher 

Education. Ortagus teaches courses related to higher 

education administration, organization theory and 

technology in higher education. His research typically 

examines the growing influence of online education 

and technology. He also studies the extent to which 

community college enrollment and the implementation 

of various state policies impact the opportunities and outcomes of 

historically underrepresented students. His recent work has been 

published in such venues as the Journal of Higher Education, Research 

in Higher Education, the Review of Higher Education and the Higher 

Education: Handbook of Theory and Research.

JUSTIN ORTAGUS
BA 07, MED 11
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ANUP PATEL (BA 04, BS 04) is a plastic and 

reconstructive surgeon. He graduated as the 

valedictorian of his class at UF while majoring in 

economics, biochemistry and molecular genetics. 

Patel has served on the American Society of Plastic 

Surgeons’ board of directors and government 

affairs committee, as well as the Plastic and 

Reconstructive Surgery Journal’s editorial board. 

He is also on the Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery 

Global Open Journal’s editorial board, spearheading 

its operative video instructional series to train 

surgeons worldwide, and serves as reviewer for 

the Aesthetic Surgery Journal. Patel has worked in the U.S. Senate 

assisting with health care finance involving the Medicare Prescription 

Drug Bill. Recently, NBC’s Tonight Show host Jimmy Fallon thanked 

Patel on his show for his help treating his ring avulsion injury and nerve 

compression. USA Today and former Gov. Jeb Bush recognized Patel 

for his academic achievement and volunteer efforts at the University of 

Florida. Patel was awarded the Nobel Laureate Joseph E. Murray Award 

for his research on cost effectiveness of treatment of skin cancers. 

He maintains a commitment to serving society, co-founding Cents of 

Relief to empower victims of human trafficking through health care and 

education. The foundation has developed a partnership with Operation 

Smile to deliver burn care to indigent victims. Patel’s international 

efforts have been featured in the New York Times best-seller Half the 

Sky: Turning Oppression into Opportunity.

ANUP PATEL
BA 04, BS 04
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KAREN PERSIS (BSJ 01, JD 04) is a proud mother, 

wife, lawyer, season-ticket holder, Kentucky Derby 

aficionado, fiercely loyal friend, party planner, 

wordsmith, extrovert, cat person, Orlandoan, Hallmark 

Christmas movie watcher, fighter, volunteer, mac-

and-cheese master chef, pragmatist, problem solver, 

terrible singer of Tom Petty tunes, lifelong VW driver, 

organizer, barbecue enthusiast, advocate, traveler, 

thinker, reluctant social media user, Florida Bar nerd, 

Yogi, perfectionist, doer. A Gator.

KAREN PERSIS
BSJ 01, JD 04
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KATHLEEN PLINSKE (MBA 12) serves as executive 

vice president, provost and campus president of the 

Osceola, Lake Nona and Poinciana campuses at Valencia 

College in Orlando. Prior to joining Valencia in 2010, 

Plinske began her career at McHenry County College in 

Illinois. She attended Indiana University-Bloomington 

as a Herman B Wells Scholar, earning a bachelor’s in 

Spanish and physics, with highest distinction and honors. 

A member of Phi Beta Kappa, she completed a master’s 

in Spanish from Roosevelt University, a doctorate in 

educational technology from Pepperdine University, 

and an MBA from the University of Florida. Actively 

involved in her community, Plinske has served as board chair of the 

Education Foundation of Osceola County and as president of the Rotary 

Club of Lake Nona. She has also served on the board of CareerSource 

Central Florida, the Osceola Center for the Arts, Junior Achievement 

of Osceola County and the Lake Nona Education Council. Plinske was 

named “Woman of the Year” by the Orlando Business Journal in its “40 

Under 40” competition and a “Hispanic Community Champion” by the 

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce of Metro Orlando, and was recognized 

as a distinguished alumna by Indiana University and Pepperdine 

University and selected an Aspen Presidential Fellow for Community 

College Excellence.

KATHLEEN PLINSKE
MBA 12
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SILVIO FRANK PUPO (BSBA 12) is president of the 

Government Blockchain Association in Miami and CEO 

of Logos Capital, a global investment bank, advisory, 

venture and private equity firm focused on impact 

investing. He has more than 10 years of finance and 

economic development experience with strengths 

in operations, strategy, finance, investor relations 

and tech transfer. Pupo is a sister city ambassador 

for Miami and its future as a resilient smart city. 

Proactive in civic engagement and diversity as the 

youngest board member in Miami, he is on the Mayors 

International Council as liaison to Haiti and co-chaired 

the Energy Task Force for the Haiti Resiliency System. Having lived, studied 

and worked throughout Asia, Europe, the U.S. and Latin America, Silvio 

has harvested cultural viewpoints for understanding, communicating 

and coordinating across the increasingly globalized world. He received 

an education in international finance and philosophy, with degrees 

from UF, Milan Bocconi University and Hong Kong University of Science 

and Technology. Silvio also co-founded Yin Yang Academy, awarding 

scholarships to at-risk youth to teach discipline and mindfulness through 

meditation and martial arts. He’s also an adviser for Team Paradise, a 

sailing academy focused on local youth, veterans and the disabled, as 

well as Third Wave Volunteers, which provides disaster response around 

the world.

SILVIO FRANK PUPO
BSBA 12
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JON RENTHROPE (BA 10) was born and raised in 

New Orleans. He is a proud alumnus of St. Augustine 

High School and the University of Florida. Renthrope 

is a member of the United Nation of Houma Indians 

and a member of the Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity 

Inc. He is a nationally recognized brewmaster 

and the founder and brewmaster of Cajun Fire 

Brewing Company. Egalitarian, environmentalist, 

entrepreneur — he is committed to a trade which 

allows him to manifest his work ethic, passion and 

culture in the body of a pint. He has come to realize 

that success is not a destination but a journey and 

he is just along for the ride of his life.

JON RENTHROPE
BA 10
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LAURA RUTLEDGE (BSTEL 11) joined ESPN’s 

coverage of the Southeastern Conference in 2014 

as a reporter on the SEC Network and ESPN. She 

signed a multiyear contract extension in summer 

2018. Rutledge has expanded her portfolio at the 

network over the past year to include co-hosting Get 

Up!, regular stints as a SportsCenter anchor and a 

red carpet host at the Home Depot College Football 

Awards and the ESPYs. Rutledge finished her second 

year as SEC Nation host last fall and her third year with 

the show overall. She also contributes to ESPN and 

SEC Network’s live-event programming for college 

football, basketball, gymnastics, baseball and softball. She was a mainstay 

in ESPN’s extensive championship coverage surrounding the College 

Football Playoff, NCAA Women’s Gymnastics Championships, and both 

the Women’s College World Series and College World Series. Prior to 

joining ESPN, Rutledge was a sports anchor for CNN’s New Day and Early 

Start. She also worked on HLN’s Morning Express with Robin Meade, as 

well as Fox Sports. While at UF, she won the 2011 Red Barber Award for 

Excellence in Broadcasting. She is an ambassador for the Miracle League, 

an organization that builds baseball fields for children with disabilities.

LAURA RUTLEDGE
BSTEL 11
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HEATHER SARKIS (BSN 04, MSNSG 09) earned 

her bachelor’s in nursing and master’s in psychiatric-

mental health nursing at UF. She completed the 

integrative medicine fellowship program with Dr. 

Andrew Weil through the University of Arizona’s 

Center for Integrative Medicine in 2018. She is a 

board certified psychiatric-mental health advanced 

registered nurse practitioner and a fellow in 

integrative medicine. Sarkis has more than 15 years 

of experience in different roles within the psychiatric 

and mental health field, including clinical faculty 

positions, and serving as a courtesy professor/

preceptor for current nurse practitioner students. She maintains her 

practice as a psychiatric nurse practitioner at Sarkis Family Psychiatry, a 

private practice in Gainesville. Sarkis is a member of several professional 

organizations and enjoys volunteering in her community as an active 

member in the Junior League of Gainesville. She is co-founder of the 

local non-profit organization The Sarkis Family Charitable Foundation, 

a grassroots effort to stop the stigma of mental illness through 

education and outreach. She was recently selected as a presenter for 

the inaugural TEDxGainesville event. She also supports many other 

community organizations.   

HEATHER SARKIS
BSN 04, MSNSG 09
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ANNELIE SCHMITTEL (PhD 15) earned a bachelor’s 

in mass communication/media studies and a master’s in 

leadership: sport management at Winona State University 

in 2009 and 2012, respectively. She went on to obtain her 

PhD in mass communication at the University of Florida in 

2015. Schmittel served as a teaching assistant and instructor 

at both institutions. She spent three seasons (2016-2019) 

on the Oakland Raiders’ player engagement staff and was 

recently named vice president of player development for the 

Philadelphia 76ers — a new position — in January 2019.

ANNELIE SCHMITTEL
PhD 15
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NICK SCHUMANN (BA 06, MBA 12) has served his nation 

and community for more than 15 years as a U.S. Army soldier, 

a federal government civilian and a leader in combating money 

laundering and other crimes in the financial services industry. 

He currently serves as the U.S. head of engagement for HSBC’s 

Financial Crime Threat Mitigation team in New York City. In 

this role, Schumann builds and strengthens innovative public-

private partnerships that assess and share information on 

financial crime threats, such as proliferation finance, bribery 

and corruption, and human trafficking. His efforts help protect 

communities from financial crimes. Prior to joining HSBC in 2015, 

Schumann spent nearly seven years with the U.S. Treasury Department, 

where he supported the development of targeted financial measures, 

such as sanctions against national security threats across the globe. 

He is a major in the U.S. Army Reserve and has been a soldier since 

2003. He was deployed to Kuwait 2005-2006 in support of Operation 

Enduring Freedom and to Iraq in mid-2007 as part of a joint Special 

Operations task force. Schumann earned his bachelor’s in history and 

MBA from UF. He also earned a graduate certificate in Latin American 

and Caribbean Studies from Florida International University.

NICHOLAS SCHUMANN
BA 06, MBA 12
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DANA SOMERSTEIN (BABA 10, JD 13) is an 

attorney and member of Greenspoon Marder’s 

Real Estate, Finance and Transactions Groups, 

representing clients in a wide range of transactions, 

including counseling developers and lenders on the 

acquisition, sale, financing and leasing of commercial 

and residential properties throughout the U.S. She 

has experience closing transactions throughout 

the nation involving retail, mixed-use, multi-family, 

hotel, office, warehouse, condominium, automobile 

dealership and self-storage. Somerstein is a Broward 

County native and takes an active role in shaping 

her community. She serves on the Six Pillars Emerging Leaders Council 

with the Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance, mentors at-risk high school 

students at Fort Lauderdale High School through Women of Tomorrow 

and recently completed Leadership Broward. In 2018, she was appointed 

to the board of directors for 2-1-1 Broward, a comprehensive hotline that 

provides crisis, health and human services support. Somerstein enjoys 

serving as vice president of her sorority’s housing board, board member 

of the alumni advisory board for Florida Blue Key and as a member of 

the gala committee for the Broward County Gator Club®. She was named 

a Super Lawyers “Rising Star” in 2019, received “30-in-30” recognition 

from Volunteer Florida in 2018, named a finalist “Up & Comer” in 2017 

by South Florida Business & Wealth magazine and was an honoree at the 

211 Broward “Making Real Connections Breakfast” in 2016. She is also a 

member of UF’s Hall of Fame.

DANA SOMERSTEIN
BABA 10, JD 13
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JOHNNY TUNG (BSBA 03) is co-founder and 

owner of Bento Asian Kitchen and Sushi. Tung 

was born in New York and raised in Gainesville, 

where his parents owned and operated their own 

restaurants. Tung and his brother, Jimmy, grew up in 

their family’s restaurants working in the kitchen, as 

servers and cashiers, tending buffets and delivering 

food. Tung attended UF and majored in finance 

with plans to leave the restaurant industry. In the 

midst of his college years, the tragedy of September 

11 happened, and he grew concerned that jobs in 

finance would now be harder to find. In 2002, the 

brothers launched their first Bento location — it was 2,000-square-feet 

and had only 40 seats. Their goal was to serve fresh, authentic and 

modern food in a cool, comfortable environment. Their concept took off 

and became popular within the university community. The brothers later 

started several additional restaurants before moving their headquarters 

to Orlando in 2008. Currently, they operate 12 restaurants with more 

than 500 employees across the state, and plan to open six more within 

the next year. In addition to all the Bento locations, Tung owns and 

operates several other popular restaurant brands in Central Florida, 

including Chela, Sticky Rice, and Avenue and is a partner in Domu.

JOHNNY TUNG
BSBA 03
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BENJAMIN WEBER (MSTAT 12, PhD 13) is one the most successful 

young scientists in the pharmaceutical industry. After graduating from 

UF with his PhD in pharmaceutical sciences, he joined the German 

pharmaceutical company Boehringer-Ingelheim and quickly rose up 

the ranks to head of U.S. pharmacometrics and translational medicine. 

He also became leader of the company’s clinical pharmacology 

therapeutic area for respiratory diseases. Before joining Boehringer-

Ingelheim, Weber gained regulatory experience as an ORISE fellow 

at the FDA’s office of generic drugs and worked as a consultant for 

equivalence testing of aerodynamic particle size distribution for several 

pharmaceutical companies. He serves as an adjunct faculty for UF’s 

College of Pharmacy.

BENJAMIN WEBER
MSTAT 12, PhD 13
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KENDALL WILLIAMS (BAE 10, MED 11) is a schoolteacher 

at Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital in St. Petersburg, 

where she was raised and has a long lineage of family 

members. Williams graduated from UF in 2010 with a 

bachelor’s in education and again in 2011 with a master’s 

of education. During her time at the university, she was 

a member of the Florida Cicerones and the competitive 

cheerleading team. After graduation, she was a middle 

school teacher in Pinellas County for six years and served 

as math department leader and drama club sponsor. Two 

years ago, Williams’ best friend approached her about a job 

opportunity as a hospital schoolteacher. Although she wasn’t 

sure she was ready to leave the classroom, she did not want to pass on 

the opportunity. As a result, Williams has grown as a teacher and an 

individual. She primarily serves children from seven years old to college 

age within the cystic fibrosis population who need weekly infusions. 

She has helped students graduate, discover their own love for learning, 

navigate new academic tracks because of new diagnosis, and given 

children a sense of normalcy in a hospital environment.

KENDALL WILLIAMS
BAE 10, MED 11
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JEFFREY WOODBURN (BA 06) is a director at the 

Advocacy Group at Cardenas Partners, where he lobbies the 

government on behalf of his clients. He was policy director 

for Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis’ campaign, responsible for 

developing the campaign’s policy platform. Woodburn 

served the state of Florida for nearly 10 years, including 

as special counsel to Florida’s CFO and as executive 

director for the Florida Constitution Revision Commission. 

As executive director, he led the operations, legal review 

and administration for the most successful commission in 

Florida’s history, resulting in seven amendments to Florida’s 

constitution passing in the 2018 election. Woodburn served 

in senior-level roles for Gov. Rick Scott, including as the governor’s policy 

director and deputy chief of staff. He was responsible for developing 

the governor’s policy objectives, briefing him on legislation and serving 

as co-director of the office of policy and budget. He also oversaw 13 

state agencies and offices and served as deputy secretary of business 

regulation for the Department of Business and Professional Regulation 

and as deputy policy director. Prior to his extensive executive branch 

experience, Woodburn served as an attorney for the Florida House of 

Representatives and as a legal intern for the Florida Senate. He received 

his bachelor’s degree from UF and his law degree from Florida Coastal 

School of Law.

JEFFREY WOODBURN
BA 06




